Letter and Word Work—Phonics

Word Cards and Tiles

TOOBALOO

NEW!

An innovative phone-like device that allows children to hear themselves clearly while speaking softly into it. Multisensory to help with oral fluency using sight sound and verbal senses. 6-1/2” long, just the right size for all ages. Easy to clean with liquid dish soap or alcohol wipes. Usable year after year, dishwasher safe, comes in a resealable storage package.

MV321 Toobaloo $4.95

ECONOMY LETTER CARDS

Economy Letter Cards with black printed letters on tan color heavy card stock, 3 of each letter, for a total of 78 letter cards, with upper case on one side and lower case on the reverse of each card. Cut with a paper cutter to desired width, and laminate them yourself if you like.

LC001 Economy Letter Cards $3.00

LAMINATED LETTER CARDS

Set of 26 A-Z Letters are an alternative to the usual flash cards. Vibrant color, both sides printed and laminated. A 4-color illustration on front helps identify the letter sound while black and white on back shows letter formation. Cards’ sizes are from 4” to 8”.

LC007 Laminated Uppercase Letter Cards $12.00

LC008 Laminated Lowercase Letter Cards $12.00
“Making Words” and “Making Big Words”

By Patricia M. Cunningham & Dorothy P. Hall, these highly-acclaimed books contain lessons in which students select letters to build short and long words, while strengthening spelling and phonics skills. The Making Words series comprise manipulative, developmental multi-level books which explore words and letter patterns while increasing vocabularies.

- BK026 “Making Words” $16.49
- BK027 “Making Big Words” $15.49
- BK085 “Making More Big Words” $18.49
- BK086 “Making More Words” $18.49

“Making Words” Pocket Chart

This durable 100% nylon pocket chart features extra deep (3-3/4”) pockets to prevent items from falling out. Designed specially for Making Words Letter Cards, but this pocket chart is also perfect for holding small books, student made books and projects, sentence strips and flash cards. Measures 36” w x 47” h overall.

PC40001 “Making Words” Pocket Chart $13.95

Phonics Tiles Trays

For use with our LT001, LT002, LT003, LT004, Lots ‘O Tiles Letters and Words (sold separately). Each blue plastic tray is 4-3/4” x 16” and holds 3 rows of tiles.

LH009 Phonics Tiles Trays, set of 4 $19.95
LH010 Phonics Tile Tray, Single $5.95

Color Coded Letter Tile Set

These are the tiles included in the LH007 and LH017 sets shown above. Tiles measure 1”w x 1-3/8”h, with printed red vowels and blue consonants. Each tile has the lower case on one side, the upper case letter on the reverse. Includes both “ball-and-stick” and “typographical” versions of a, g, t, and y, so you can practice letter recognition of block print letters as well as what your students will find in books. Total of 119 tiles, with lots of vowels and multiples of consonants, plus useful punctuation, Spanish ñ and ll, and extra blank tiles. This unique set is available exclusively from Resources for Reading.

LC003 Color Coded Letter Tile Set $11.95

Jump Start Plastic Word Tiles

These economic color coded sets of plastic tiles come in a resealable clear clamshell case. Each set contains 88 tiles, 1” high and up to 2” long. Word tiles are color coded by parts of speech. Phonics tiles are color coded word chunks. Letter tiles are black letters on white square tiles.

LT021 Jump Start Upper Case Letter Tiles $4.95
LT022 Jump Start Lower Case Letter Tiles $4.95
LT024 Jump Start Word Tiles $4.95
LT025 Jump Start Phonics Tiles $4.95

Includes 160 word tiles in plastic tub with handle lid. Color coded by parts of speech. Contains 55 blue nouns, 35 red verbs, 31 green adjectives and 39 yellow pronouns and punctuation.

LT030 Word Tiles in Tub $11.99

Includes 176 tiles, 88 upper case, 88 lower case, black letters on white 1” squares.

LT031 Letter Tiles in Tub $11.99

Letter Tile Holder and Letter Tile Set

This 15” x 2”, flat strip holds up to 14 LC003 letter tiles. Ideal for Making Words activities with large groups of students or where space is limited. Each letter tile holder comes with one set of LC003 letter tiles. See LC003 (below) for description of the letter tiles. Available exclusively from Resources for Reading.

LH007 Letter Tile Holder & Letter Tiles $15.95
LH017 Set of 5 $64.95

Visit our website www.abcstuff.com for photos, more product information and daily specials!!
**Connecting Spelling Tiles**

Letters and Pictures

These economical 1” square spelling tiles link together. The set contains 78 colorful plastic alphabet tiles, both upper and lower case, picture tiles and instruction sheet.

LT023 Connecting Spelling Tiles
78 letters and pictures $4.99
Includes 156 tiles in a tub with activity guide.

LT029 Connecting Spelling Tiles in tub $11.99

ABC Finger Puppet Quilted Wall Hanging with Letter Card Pockets

Finger puppet for each letter of the alphabet in a quilted wall hanging. The word for the item is on the back of the puppet, and word cards can be placed in the pockets at the bottom to spell the word. Overall size is 18” x 24”.

ABC118 ABC Finger Puppet Quilted Wall Hanging with Letter Card Pockets $25.99

**Laminated Letter Vests**

NEW!

Spell out over 400 sight words and word family groups. Lower case on front and upper case on back. Includes all 26 letters plus duplicates of A, E, L, N, O and S. Printed on tough non-tear paper and laminated. Vests are 8-1/2” x 25” in a reusable storage box. Includes sight word and word family list and teacher guide.

ABC128 Laminated Letter Vests, Set of 32 $39.99

**My ABC Teddy Flannel Finger Puppets**

Beautifully crafted quilted ABC Teddy Bear that opens to hold a flannel finger puppet for each letter of the alphabet.

ABC83 My ABC Teddy $21.95

**Alphabet Uppercase, Lowercase & Number Finger Puppets**

The set of washable finger puppets have black letters on white for both uppercase and lowercase letters and red numbers. 46 puppets in the set with extra vowels.

ABC110 Alphabet Uppercase, Lowercase & Number Finger Puppets $9.80

**”ECONOMO” Word and Sentence Builder Tiles**

Economical letter and word double sided tiles are printed on precut index card stock and measure 5/8” high and lengths vary. 488 words and 224 upper and lowercase letters and punctuation. Perfect for use with magnet or velcro dots for board use.

LT026 Economo Word and Sentence Builder Tiles $4.99

**Word-Its™**

I’m a Word

Sheets of printed letters, use to make over 190 colorful magnetic letter squares, with sounds, clusters, and word endings for phonics, reading, and spelling. With consonants and contractions in blue, plus vowels and punctuation in red, C-V-C patterns are easy to recognize. Easy to assemble—just laminate, cut, and add magnets cut from magnetic ribbon which you supply (from an art supply store, or see our MR001 Magnetic Ribbon on page 30). Kids love them! Created by a Reading Recovery® Teacher.

ABC10 Word-Its™ kit $3.00
MAKING & BREAKING GAMES

Decoding unfamiliar words is the object of these games which encourage students to recognize rhyme and segment words into sounds. Beginning sounds are matched to the correct word ending. Set of 4 playing boards and 32 beginning sound cards. Cards measure 2” x 3” and Game Board spaces measure 2” x 6”.

MV111 Early Level $18.95
MV112 Fluent Level $18.95

FRIDGE TAPE—THIN MAGNETIC ADHESIVE TAPE

Thin magnetic adhesive tape in a dispenser that you can pull, measure and tear just like cellophane tape. For making magnets of lightweight objects. Tape is 3/4” x 120”.

MR013 Fridge Tape—thin magnetic tape in a dispenser $4.99

Word and Sentence Building Games

CHUNKS GAME

Word building game with 140 brightly colored chunky plastic tiles. Includes 70 of the most common rimes (rhyming sounds) and 70 onsets (consonants, consonant blends, and digraphs).

MV056 Chunks $29.75

CLUSTERS GAME

Word building game includes 98 plastic tiles in 10 bright colors representing the most common letter groupings. Two tiered letter holders for up to 4 players. Tiles include double vowels, digraphs, blends, silent letters and more.

MV055 Clusters $29.75

CHUNK STACKER GAME

Stimulating word building game that develops reading and spelling skills as players make words from frequently used onsets and rimes. Includes 48 page dictionary for word look up and definition, word trays and 80 onset and rime tiles.

MV201 Chunk Stacker $29.95
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Word and Sentence Building Games

**EZ AS ABC GAME**

A first alphabet game with emphasis on phonemic awareness. Seven skill building games, 52 photo puzzle pieces, 26 word cards and an alphabet strip. Photo puzzles are 4” to 6” and the alphabet strip is 2” high.

MV161 EZ as ABC Game $14.99

**SORT AND SELECT SPELLING BEE**

Introduce spelling with this set of clear plastic trays, preprinted underlays, and bright letter and picture cards to put in the trays (Red Vowels, Blue Consonants). Challenge students with word searches, word scrambles, & matching pictures to words. Trays measure 8-1/2” x 11”. Teacher’s guide included.

MV284 Sort and Select Spelling Bee $14.99

**THE SENTENCE ZONE**

A game that builds English grammar. Improves sentence writing. 6 levels of play for 2-6 players. Designed by Educational Therapist, Bonnie Terry. More than 500 color coded word cards and a game strip.

MV117 The Sentence Zone $39.95

**THE ALPHABET GAME**

This game builds important pre-reading skills and letter recognition. Playing board measures 15” x 17-1/2”.

MV135 The Alphabet Game $13.95

**HEX-A-WORD**

A unique compound word and spelling game for up to 4 students. The plastic hexagon pieces are joined domino style to form compound words for points. 30 playing pieces and complete instructions are included.

MV032 Hex-A-Word $19.95

**ALPHA BUG SOUP**

A word game for early readers to build letter recognition and vocabulary skills. Players roll the die, pick up disks and move the little critters. Then they call out words using the selected letters and collect bugs when correct.

MV042 Alpha Bug Soup $19.95

**CHIME WITH RHYME GAME**

This versatile game develops rhyming skills with self-correcting photo puzzle pieces and letter cards.

MV184 Chime with Rhyme Game $14.99

**SOUNDTOOUNING GAME**

A fun introduction to pre-reading skills that support phonics and reading. Develops phonological awareness for analyzing word parts and sensitivity to sounds with photo puzzle pieces.

MV185 Soundtooning Game $14.99

**SOUND AND SORT GAME**

Beginning word sounds. Children learn to read by repeatedly sounding out letters to form words. The sound and sort tray is a fun way to help children learn to sound out the first letter of objects on the game tiles. Contains 26 letters and includes an upper case lower case matching game. Set contains a sturdy sorting tray, 56 sorting tiles, 4 category cards with self checking.

MV091 Sound And Sort Game $8.95
**RHYMING SOUNDS SORT GAME**

This game introduces children to 32 different rhyming sounds as they match ending sounds of the pictures on the sorting tiles to the corresponding rhyming objects on the category boards. Includes a sturdy sorting tray, 56 sorting tiles, 4 category cards with self checking feature.

MV092  Rhyming Sounds Sort Game  $8.95

**SOUNDTRACKS**

Children listen to real sounds such as a fire engine or rooster and place a colored marker on the photo on their own lotto board to match what they hear. Teaches language, concentration and sound discrimination. A sound recording, 4 boards and 40 markers are included in this activity.

MV038  Soundtracks  $14.99
MV037  Animal Soundtracks  $14.99
MV228  Nursery Rhyme Soundtracks  $14.99

**SUNKEN TREASURE PHONICS BEGINNING BLENDS**

The octopus holds the keys to winning this treasure—follow the tentacles and collect blend cards as you go. Match the beginning blends to word endings and score points for each word that you make! Includes 17” x 12” game board, 24 blend cards, 24 word ending cards, spinner and markers. For 2-4 players.

MV068  Sunken Treasure Phonics Beginning Blends  $15.95

**MAX’S ATTIC LONG & SHORT VOWELS GAME**

Join Max in an attic full of weird and wonderful stuff! Be the first player to put all of your cards in the attic by matching long and short vowel sounds. Includes 17” x 12” game board, 24 cards and spinner for 2-4 players.

MV069  Max’s Attic Long & Short Vowels Game  $15.95

**CREEPY CAVE PHONICS GAME**

Move the monsters along the path by matching beginning consonants. A fun way to build phonics skills and a workout for your memory. Includes 12” by 17” game board, four monster markers, 21 word cards and number die.

MV048  Creepy Cave Phonics Game  $15.95

**PYTHON PATH WORD ENDING GAME**

Move the board pieces along the python path, tossing the word ending dice along the way. Score points for the number of words you make as you wind your way to the finish line. Includes 12” by 17” game board, four wild animal markers, four word-ending dice and number die.

MV046  Python Path Word Ending Game  $15.95

**PHONICS GAMES**

Desktop Games with a 13” x 11” gameboard, laminated sound cards, 4 pawns and a die.

MV248  Racing with Blends, Initial Blends  $12.49
MV249  Dinosaur Dance, Initial Single Sounds  $12.49
MV250  Rhyming at the Zoo, Rhyming Practice  $12.49
MV251  Circus Sounds, Beginning Sounds  $12.49
MV252  Sounds Ahoy, Beginning Blends and Digraphs  $12.49
MV253  Sea of Sounds Vowel Digraphs & Diphthongs  $12.49
MV254  Sounds in Space  $12.49

Contains 144 laminated cards, a 30 second timer and 4 pawns. Create words with digraphs, diphthongs, blends, etc.

MV046  Python Path Word Ending Game  $15.95

Visit our website www.abcstuff.com for photos, more product information and daily specials!!
**Word Families Build a Word Game**

80 photo flash cards featuring 80 different word families. Family words are shown with onset in red type and rime in blue type. 75 two-sided plastic letter tiles divided into 2 color-coded categories with 70 onsets and 80 rimes.

**Phonics Build a Word Game**

80 photo flash cards are categorized by phonetic elements including vowels, vowel digraphs, vowel diphthongs, consonants, consonant blends, consonant digraphs and r-controlled words. 88 double-sided tiles are divided into 6 color-coded categories.

**Wax-coated yarn strands bend easily for making letters that can be traced and manipulated. 8” strands are more versatile than pipe cleaners, with no sharp wire. Soft wax is slightly sticky, and will adhere to almost any surface with just fingertip pressure. Non-toxic reusable and mess-free, in assorted bright colors. Activity Book has 16 pages of ideas for using Wikki Stix.**

**Tactile Letters**

Plastic letters molded with arrows on top to show how to draw each letter. Start at the dot and trace along the top of the letter, following the arrows. Each tactile letter set contains two complete alphabets, either two upper case, two lower case, or one each upper and lower.

**Tactile Beaded Letters**

They’re back! Children learn how to form letters by running their fingers over the rough surface of these 4-1/4” x 2-1/2” cards. Tiny glass beads almost like fine sand are glued on to the cards in letter patterns. Much easier than cutting sandpaper. TL010 includes one uppercase and one lowercase alphabet.

**Tactile Sandpaper Letters**

Beginning readers and special needs students will benefit from the tactile experience of these letters. Numbers and arrows show the strokes for drawing each letter. The 4-1/4” x 2-5/8” cards feature manuscript letters which are die-cut from sandpaper. You don’t have to ruin your own scissors cutting out sandpaper letters! The set contains 26 lower-case letters plus 2 alternative forms of “i” and “t”.

**Alphabet Bean Bags**

Twenty-six bean bags with UC on one side and LC on the other with red vowels and blue consonants. Comes in a convenient drawstring bag for storage.

**Toss ‘n Play**

Bean bag activity set with giant 4 x 5 foot plastic floor mat. Four colorful bean bags are used in games to learn letters, colors, and beginning spelling through active game play.
PLASTIC LETTER BEADS

Manuscript chunky plastic beads in bright colors. Uppercase beads are 7/8” high, lower case beads are 5/8” to 1” high. Work well on yarn, string or pipe cleaners. 288 per package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC111</td>
<td>Manuscript Upper Case</td>
<td>$9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC119</td>
<td>Manuscript Lower Case</td>
<td>$9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC12</td>
<td>Cursive Lower Case</td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UPPER CASE ALPHABET COOKIE CUTTERS

These 2” high cookie cutters are good for use with modeling dough or cookie batter.

ABC91 Upper Case Alphabet Cookie Cutters $9.99

ALPHABET SAND MOLDS

Sturdy colorful plastic letter molds for use with sand or molding Delta Sand to use texture and shape to reinforce letter recognition. Set of 26.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MV307</td>
<td>Alphabet Sand Molds Uppercase</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV308</td>
<td>Alphabet Sand Molds Lowercase</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MANUSCRIPT LETTER MOLDS

Fill with clay, Delta Sand, plaster of paris or papier maché for making individual letters. Set of 26, alphabet plus “!” and “?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC129</td>
<td>Manuscript Letter Molds Uppercase</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC130</td>
<td>Manuscript Letter Molds Lowercase</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SIGHT WORD STRING UPS

Kit includes 218 cards with sight words, special plastic trays to hold a card and beads. The students find the corresponding letters to string on the chenille stems to make the words. Contains 4 trays, 280 lower case letter beads and 100 chenille stems.

MV285 Sight Word String Ups $22.99

LOWER CASE ALPHA DOUGH LANGUAGE KIT

Kit includes 60 Letter Mats (5” x 8”) with different activities, 3 (4 oz) tubs of modeling dough, 1 washable crayon and photo activities. Use the dough on the mats to shape letters.

ABC90 Lower Case Alpha Dough Language Kit $24.95

DELTA SAND

Amazing Delta Sand can be molded like wet sand for a fun tactile learning experience. Originally designed for sculptors in Sweden, it is also ideal for classroom use. Spread flat and trace letters and words using your finger or a stylus, or form into letters and other shapes using alphabet and shape molds (see our MV307, MV308, ABC129, and ABC130 at left).

After forming into shapes, you can bake Delta Sand in a 250 degree oven, and the sand will harden almost like marble stone. You can paint it or carve and sculpt it with metal tools. Then, reheat in the oven again, crumble while it is still warm, and Delta Sand will return to its reusable sand state.

Non-toxic, never dries out, nothing to wear out. Sanitize by spraying with a mist of chlorine bleach and water, and let air-dry before use. Original Delta Sand comes in a 5 lb. bag, which is a good amount for 2-4 students to use simultaneously.

This unique product is our most exciting new product for tactile learning!

The MV314 Inflatable Sand Tray is easily inflated to make a portable sand table, perfect for working with Delta Sand. The tray has a flap with Velcro® around the rim to seal the sand in for storage. With the cover flap secured by Velcro®, the entire tray becomes easily portable with the convenient carrying handles. Includes a clear pocket on the bottom so you can insert letter templates to copy with sand shaped into letters.

The MV355 Delta Sand Alphabet Kit comes with a 5 lb. bag of Delta Sand, one MV314 Inflatable Sand Tray, and set of MV308 Lower Case Alphabet Sand Molds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MV355</td>
<td>Delta Sand Alphabet Kit</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV313</td>
<td>Original Delta Sand, 5 lb. bag</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV314</td>
<td>Inflatable Sand Tray</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAURI® CREPE RUBBER
ALPHABET AVALANCHE

This is a set of 1000 letters and punctuation marks made of Crepe Rubber. Use them for letter sorting, word and sentence building. Capitals are 1-5/16˝ tall and lowercase letters are 7/8˝ tall. Lots of letters at a low price! The Mini-Avalanche has 500 crepe foam pieces.

ABC27  Alphabet Avalanche  $35.95
ABC28  Mini Avalanche  $18.95

LAURI® CREPE RUBBER
LACE AND LINK

Big Lauri Crepe Rubber Letter puzzles link in alphabetical sequence or Uppercase to Lowercase. 26 Textured 4˝ tall letters plus frames and 10 tipped laces. Letter frames link in alphabetical order or uppercase to lowercase.

ABC106  Lace and Link Upper Case  $28.99
ABC107  Lace and Link Lower Case  $28.99

LAURI® CREPE RUBBER PHONICS CENTER KITS

ALPHABET PHONICS CENTER KIT
For letter recognition, letter sound relationships alphabet sequencing and vocabulary building. Kit contains 52 extra thick 1-3/4˝ tall crepe rubber letters, 27 colorful 2-sided activity mats, a kit box with 2 drawers for storage and organization, and an activity guide.

ABC117  Alphabet Phonics Center Kit  $28.99

BEGINNING SOUNDS PHONICS CENTER KIT
Search for picture tiles that have the same sound as the one on the activity mat. Includes 13 double-sided activity mats for all 26 letters, 70 extra thick soft picture tiles, a kit box with 2 drawers for storage and organization, and an activity guide.

MV282  Alphabet Phonics Center Kit  $28.99

WORD FAMILIES PHONICS CENTER KIT
Introduces 26 different word families by finding rhymes that match the activity mats. Set includes 13 double sided mats, 70 extra thick soft picture tiles, a kit box with 2 drawers for storage and organization, and an activity guide.

MV283  Word Families Phonics Center Kit  $28.99

CATEGORIES EARLY LEARNING CENTER KIT
Do sorting and classifying activities by finding and matching picture tiles to the correct category mat. Contains 70 extra-thick soft picture tiles, 24 categories on 12 double-sided mats and a kit box with drawers for organization and easy storage.

MV297  Categories Early Learning Center Kit  $28.99

BEGINNING BLENDS PHONICS CENTER KIT
Learn initial blend and digraph sounds while placing the tiles on the activity mats. Includes 70 extra-thick soft picture tiles, 26 double-sided activity mats and a kit box with drawers organized for storage and easy access.

MV296  Beginning Blends Phonics Center Kit  $28.99

Visit our website www.abcstuff.com for photos, more product information and daily specials!!
**Dice and Cubes**

**Alpha Dice**

Fun-to-use 7/8” dice have single letters and blends on each face. Includes Teacher’s Notes for lots of stimulating word and spelling games.

AD001  Alphabet Dice, set of 12  $16.49

**Soft Alphabet Dice Set**

Set of 78 soft washable dice are 5/8” square. The 16 vowel dice are red and the 32 consonant dice are blue. Each is printed on all 6 sides.

ABC84  Soft Alphabet Dice Set  $5.95

**Giant Soft Alphabet Dice**

Each giant foam cube is 5” square. Set of 2 vowel dice in red letters and 4 consonant dice in blue letters painted on the sides of the yellow foam cubes.

ABC85  Giant Soft Alphabet Cubes  $12.95

**Foam Alphabet Blocks**

Set of 12 blocks 1-1/2” of foam with letters on all 6 sides. Four vowel blocks are red and 8 consonant blocks are blue. See matching phonics sets below.

ABC92  Foam Alphabet Blocks  $10.50

**Soft Foam Blank Dice**

Set of 6 blank yellow dice 1-5/8”, the same size as our ABC55 alphabet and MV070 and MV071 blend cubes. Write on them to create your own sets. New! Now a set of 6 at a lower price per piece.

AD002  Soft Foam Blank Dice, set of 6  $4.95

**Blend Cubes**

Learning to read is fun with these new phonics cubes. Each set contains 6 color coded large 1-5/8” soft dice. Blend Cubes set contains 4 beginning blend cubes and 2 ending blend cubes, Word Family Cubes set contains 3 each of two and three letter word families. See Alphabet Cubes and Blank Cubes on this page.

MV070  Blend Cubes  $9.95
MV071  Word Family Cubes  $9.95

**Alphabet Cubes**

Learning to read is fun with these new phonics cubes. The set contains 6 color coded 1-5/8” large soft dice (2 Vowel cubes and 4 Consonant cubes). See matching phonics blends and word family sets below.

ABC55  Lower Case  $9.95
ABC57  Upper Case  $9.95

**Foam Phonics Blocks**

Each set contains 12 phonics blocks 1-1/2” of foam with letters or word chunks on all 6 sides. The blocks are color-coded, red vowels, blue consonants, yellow vowel word family endings, green blends and digraphs, orange vowel diphthongs. See matching alphabet set ABC92 on this page.

MV186  Consonant Blend/Digraph  $10.50
MV187  Vowel Diphthong  $10.50
MV188  Vowel Word Family  $10.50
MV189  Long Vowel  $10.50
OTHER FOAM CUBES


MV203 Question Dice $3.99
MV204 Parts of Speech Dice $3.99

STORY STARTER WORD CUBES

Set of 6 cubes with 2 blue character cubes, 2 yellow setting cubes and 2 red situation cubes. Durable foam 1-5/8” square. With instruction book.

MV272 Story Starter Word Cubes $12.95

SIGHT WORD CUBES

Set of 6 soft foam blue cubes with 36 of the most common sight words in white print. Cubes measure 1-5/8” on a side.

MV306 Sight Word Cubes $12.95

NEW!

CLEAR POCKET BLOCKS

These 4-1/2” nylon blocks have a clear pocket on each face so you can make your own letters or words on each face of the cube. Each face is a different bright color. Set of 4 blocks. Works well with our pocket chart card sets or sentence strips.

MV324 Clear Pocket Blocks, Set of 4 $14.95

STAMPS AND INK

ALPHABET STAMPS WITH PUNCTUATION

High quality rubber stamps for practicing alphabet and letter sequence, spelling, sign making, and more. Each set includes punctuation marks, and comes in a sturdy, reusable, clear plastic case. Prints letters 3/4” high, set of 34.

RS001 Upper Case with Punctuation, Manuscript $12.75
RS002 Lower Case with Punctuation, Manuscript $12.75
RS027 Upper Case with Punctuation, Transitional $12.75
RS028 Lower Case with Punctuation, Transitional $12.75

Set of 33 lower case includes ch, ll, ñ and Spanish punctuation.

RS030 Spanish Alphabet Stamps, Lower Case $12.75

Jumbo Stamps are 1” high. Set of 28.

RS031 Jumbo Upper Case Stamps with Punctuation $19.95
RS032 Jumbo Lower Case Stamps with Punctuation $19.95

Learn correct letter formation with tracing stamps. Imprint is “dotted” letters, so you can quickly make practice letter sheets for the student to trace. Helps develop fine motor skills as well as teaching letter formation. Large size handles make them easier for small hands to manage. Imprint measures 3/4” to 1-1/2” tall.

RS033, RS034, RS035, RS036

RS033 & RS034 are sets of 34 stamps, one of each letter plus 8 punctuation stamps. The image of the letter is displayed on the top of the handle.

RS035 & RS036 are sets of 30 stamps, one of each letter plus 4 punctuation stamps. The handle and the stamp area are transparent so it’s easy to see where you’re stamping.

RS033 Jumbo Tracing Stamps, Upper Case and punctuation $18.95
RS034 Jumbo Tracing Stamps, Lower Case and punctuation $18.95
RS035 See and Stamp Transparent Tracing Stamps, Upper Case $18.95
RS036 See and Stamp Transparent Tracing Stamps, Lower Case $18.95

NEW!

STAMP PADS

A rainbow of colors in washable non-toxic ink (most stamp pads from stationery stores are non-washable ink). If it gets on hands or clothing, most of this ink comes off!

SP001 Black $4.00
SP002 Green $4.00
SP003 Red $4.00
SP004 Blue $4.00
SP005 Turquoise $4.00
SP006 Hot Pink $4.00
SP007 Orange $4.00

DIP AND PRINT SPONGE STAMPS

26 Sponge Stamps are 3” high. Good for printing with washable tempura paints or ink. Use with white glue for covering with glitter.

RS042 Upper Case Letter Dip and Print Sponge Stamps $7.49
RS043 Lower Case Letter Dip and Print Sponge Stamps $7.39
**Unifix Cubes**

**Unifix Cubes in Tubs**

**Unifix Letter Cubes**

Unifix letter cubes connect securely to provide a satisfying tactile experience for word work. Cubes have letters on 2 sides, 1 each upper case and lower case; the remaining 2 sides are blank. Locking cubes avoid reversals and promote left-to-right orientation. ABC69 Consonant/Vowel set contains 90 cubes with red vowels and blue consonants. ABC70 sets contain 120 cubes, all one color. ABC71 set contains 60 white punctuation cubes. If your order does not specify a color for ABC70, we will pick a color for you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC69</td>
<td>Red Vowel/Blue Consonant Cubes</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC70-BLUE</td>
<td>120 Blue Cubes</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC70-GREEN</td>
<td>120 Green Cubes</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC70-RED</td>
<td>120 Red Cubes</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC70-YELLOW</td>
<td>120 Yellow Cubes</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC71</td>
<td>Punctuation Cubes</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Set of 60 red vowel blue consonant cubes to be used with standard English Unifix cube sets for Spanish Language activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC99</td>
<td>Unifix Spanish Supplement Set</td>
<td>LOWER PRICE! $14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unifix Cubes Blends Onsets, Rimes, Phonemes**

Use blend cubes to create thousands of sounds and words. Includes most frequently used 2 letter initial blends, medial blends, digraphs and diphthongs. Initial Blends and digraphs are green, medial vowels are orange and ending blends and digraphs are blue. Set includes an equal amount of each color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC73</td>
<td>Unifix Cubes Blends, Set of 90</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 white onset cubes and 60 rime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>purple cubes for practice making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and breaking words.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC100</td>
<td>Unifix Onsets and Rime Cubes</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set of 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

120 phonemes for phonemic awareness activities to relate speech sounds to printed words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MV193</td>
<td>Unifix Phoneme Cubes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set of 120</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unifix Sentence Building Cubes Set**

Unifix Sentence Building Kit provides students with tactile reinforcement as they snap words together to make sentences. The word rods are organized into 12 sets, each with a specific theme. Topics include the zoo, the circus, birds, slimy creatures, and more. The sets are numbered to avoid confusion, but mixing up the sets can be fun!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MV192</td>
<td>Unifix Sentence Building Cubes,</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set of 60 (240 words)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV247</td>
<td>Unifix Sentence Building Kit</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with cubes, book &amp; cards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set of 60 unifix cubes with words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>printed on all 4 sides, a total of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>240 words.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

120 phonemes for phonemic awareness activities to relate speech sounds to printed words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MV275</td>
<td>Unifix High Frequency Word Cubes,</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set of 240 words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unifix Cube Flip Books**

Designed to work with red and blue letter cubes. Twenty-four pages of hands-on activities including make and break, challenges, illustrated answers and letter scrambles. Books are about 4” x 12”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BK139</td>
<td>Unifix Cube Opposite Words Flip Book</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK140</td>
<td>Unifix Cube Rhyming Words Flip Book</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK141</td>
<td>Unifix Cube 3-Letter Words Flip Book</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK164</td>
<td>Unifix Cube Initial Blends &amp; Digraphs Flip Book</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK165</td>
<td>Unifix Cube Vowel Sounds Flip Book</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK166</td>
<td>Unifix Cube Final Blends &amp; Digraphs Flip Book</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unifix Word Family Cards**

Designed for use with Unifix Cubes. Students build vocabulary and spelling skills as they build words. Set of 24 cards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WC036</td>
<td>Unifix Word Family Cards</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unifix Phonics Charts**

These phonics charts help children learn phonemes, in particular long and short digraphs. Set includes 24 full color 5” x 8” cards and a complete list of 44 phonemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MV309</td>
<td>Unifix Phonics Charts, Set of 24</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Phonemic Awareness Reading Rods


**ABC113 Phonemic Awareness Reading Rods** $24.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 48 pages.

**BK187 Phonemic Awareness Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95

### Spelling Rods

Set of 204 rods. Practice spelling words and using them in spelling contexts. Recognize spelling patterns.

**MV269 Spelling Rods** $31.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 48 pages.

**BK188 Spelling Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95

### Sight Word Rods

Set of 104 rods. Identify and decode common sight words. Build simple sentences. Compare and contrast sight word features, spell high frequency words.

**MV268 Sight Word Rods** $24.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 48 pages.

**BK189 Sight Word Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95

### Word Families Rods

Set of 90 word families rods for learning initial consonants and blends, short and long vowel word families, build and group rhyming words.

**MV266 Word Families Rods** $24.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 48 pages.

**BK188 Word Families Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95

### Simple Sentence Word Rods

Set of 160 rods. Build simple sentences. Explore parts of speech and verb usage. Investigate print concepts and word relationships.

**MV270 Simple Sentence Word Rods** $34.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 48 pages.

**BK191 Simple Sentence Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95

### Word Building Rods

Contains 109 word building rods for phonics skills, spelling patterns, decoding and word building techniques. Make words with long and short vowels, vowel digraphs, diphthongs, r-controlled sounds, silent e.

**MV267 Word Building Rods** $24.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 64 pages.

**BK189 Word Building Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95

### Sentence Building Rods

Set of 156 rods. Construct simple and complex sentences. Recognize parts of speech. Place punctuation appropriately.

**MV264 Sentence Building Rods** $34.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 48 pages.

**BK192 Sentence Building Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95

### Prefixes and Suffixes Rods

Set of 99 rods. Construct words with prefixes and suffixes. Practice spelling changes, conventions and patterns.

**MV271 Prefixes and Suffixes Rods** $24.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 48 pages.

**BK193 Prefixes and Suffixes Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95

### Word for Word Phonics Game

Players hurry to build words using all sides of the Reading Rods in a 2 minute time limit. Game includes 112 color coded rods, one 2 minute timer, 4 pencils and a score pad.

**MV273 Word for Word Phonics Game** $29.95

Instruction and activity book with lesson plans reproducible masters and 100+ full color demonstration cards for use alone or in a pocket chart. 48 pages.

**BK193 Word for Word Instruction and Activity Book** $12.95
### Bingo Games

#### Magnetic Animal Photo Alphabet Bingo
Spin the alphabet for bingo with animals for each letter—both upper case and lower case with the word and photo. The tokens are magnets that stick to the game cards.

**MV165** Magnetic Animal Photo Alphabet Bingo $9.95

#### Wipeoff Bingo
Sets of 8-1/2” x 11” laminated plastic activity cards. Circle the pictures to make Bingo with wax crayons or dry erase markers. Wipe off to reuse.

**MV241** Wipeoff Bingo Initial Consonants, 16 cards $7.95
**MV242** Wipeoff Bingo Final Consonants, 8 cards $4.95
**MV243** Wipeoff Bingo Long Vowels, 8 cards $4.95
**MV244** Wipeoff Bingo Short Vowels, 8 cards $4.95
**MV245** Wipeoff Bingo Rhyming Pictures, 8 cards $4.95
**MV246** Wipeoff Bingo Consonant Blends, 16 cards $7.95

#### Alphabet Bingo
A fun way to learn initial consonants and vowels. Early readers build letter recognition skills through matching. Includes four 6-1/2” x 8” laminated game cards and 36 markers. For 2-4 players.

**MV067** Alphabet Bingo $7.95

#### Photo Vowels Bingo
Players listen for long and short vowels in 30 words then match them to photos. Includes 36 bingo playing cards, 264 bingo chips, a 23” x 17” calling mat, and reference sheet with instructions. For 3 to 36 players.

**MV140** Vowels Bingo $9.95

#### Photo Initial Consonants Bingo
Players listen for 21 Initial Consonants then match them to 42 photos. Includes 36 bingo playing cards, 264 bingo chips, a 23” x 17” calling mat, and reference sheet with instructions. For 3 to 36 players.

**MV141** Initial Consonants Bingo $9.95

#### Photo Picture Words Bingo
Learn words for 50 familiar objects by matching words with colorful photos. Includes 36 bingo playing cards, 50 word cards with 10 extra blank cards to write your own words, 264 bingo chips, a 23 x 17-1/2 calling mat, a reference sheet and instructions. For 3 to 36 players.

**MV162** Photo Picture Words Bingo $9.95

#### Colors and Shapes Bingo
Early Learners match colors to colors and shapes to shapes. Includes 36 bingo playing cards, 264 bingo chips, a 23” x 17” calling mat, and reference sheet with instructions. For 3 to 36 players.

**MV138** Colors and Shapes Bingo $9.95

#### Lingo Bingo
Two games in one for rhyming and phonics fun. Create your own bingo game card by popping in the bingo tiles to play rhyming bingo then turn the tiles over to play word beginnings bingo. Includes four game cards, reversible spinner, and 40 markers.

**MV047** Lingo Bingo $15.95
This auditory self correcting game helps children recognize similar patterns at the end of sentences. Each picture card has a corresponding word printed on the back with the ending highlighted. For 3 to 7 players.

**MV130 Rhyming Bingo** $17.50

A more challenging version of rhyming bingo (MV130), with 48 different spelling patterns where the rhyme has the same sound but a different spelling. For 1 to 5 players. Includes 4 playing boards.

**MV131 Advanced Rhyming Bingo** $17.50

**MAGNETIC PICTURE BINGO**

Full color photos of familiar objects with the word. Spin the dial to 1 of 16 objects then find the matching picture on the bingo board. Includes 2 double-sided magnet boards and plenty of magnetic chips.

**MV298 Magnetic Picture Bingo** $9.95

**PUNCTUATION BINGO**

Players match 10 punctuation marks with sentences, learning when and how to use them.

**MV144 Punctuation Bingo** $9.95

**ACTION BINGO**

Learn verb tense and word endings. This Bingo game includes 6 boards each with 8 verbs. Players match the cards to the board. Includes regular and irregular verbs.

**MV132 Action Bingo** $17.50

**BASIC SIGHT WORDS BINGO**

Players match 46 basic sight words. Includes 36 bingo playing cards, 264 bingo chips, a 23” x 17” calling mat, and reference sheet with instructions. For 3 to 36 players.

**MV142 Basic Sight Words Bingo** $9.95

**RHYMING BINGO**

Players build listening skills while matching 28 pairs of words and pictures of things that rhyme. Includes 36 bingo playing cards, 264 bingo chips, a 23” x 17” calling mat, and reference sheet with instructions. For 3 to 36 players.

**MV145 Rhyming Bingo** $9.95

**SYNONYMS BINGO**

Build vocabulary skills learning and using synonyms for 37 common words.

**MV262 Synonyms Bingo** $9.95

**HOMONYMS BINGO**

Learn the definitions and spellings of 59 homonyms to use them correctly in sentences. Includes 36 bingo playing cards, 264 bingo chips, a 23” x 17” calling mat, and reference sheet with instructions. For 3 to 36 players.

**MV287 Homonyms Bingo** $9.95
**Overhead Tiles and Accessories**

**COLOR CODED OVERHEAD TILES**

Transparent tiles for the overhead projector. Black letters on a color coded background. 1/2” high tiles, up to 2” long. See matching magnets on page 23.

Upper and lowercase overhead tiles with red vowels and blue consonants.

**AT004** 78 Overhead Alphabet Tiles, Red and Blue  $8.95

Picture overhead tiles. Pink for words starting with a vowel and blue for words starting with a consonant.

**AT005** 99 Overhead Picture Tiles, Pink and Blue  $10.95

74 green overhead tiles with blends and digraphs.

**AT006** 74 Overhead Blends & Digraphs Tiles  $8.95

116 yellow overhead tiles with word families.

**AT007** 116 Overhead Word Families Tiles  $13.95

42 purple overhead tiles with vowels.

**AT008** 42 Overhead Advanced Vowels Tiles  $6.95

110 overhead word tiles in assorted colors. The words are color coded by parts of speech.

**AT009** 110 Overhead Sentence Building Tiles  $13.95

99 overhead sight word tiles in assorted colors. The words are color coded by parts of speech.

**AT010** 99 Overhead Sight Word Tiles  $10.95

Color coded by parts of speech, 120 tiles.

**AT011** Overhead Tiles, Prefix/Suffix Set of 120  $13.95

Color coded yellow prefixes, orange suffixes and green roots, 120 tiles.

**AT012** Overhead Tiles, Prefix/Suffix Set of 120  $13.95

**OVERHEAD ALPHABET TILES**

One-inch clear plastic squares with black letters, suitable for use on an overhead projector or on a white background on your desktop. Includes uppercase and lowercase alphabet, with additional high-frequency letters. 100 pieces in all.

**AT003** Overhead Alphabet Tiles  $10.49

**OVERHEAD PROJECTOR CADDY**

The 3 pocketed sides are each 12” x 7-1/2”. There are a total of 6 clear see through pockets in 3 sizes on the blue nylon background. Projector not included.

**PC2070** Overhead Projector Caddy  $10.80

**OPPOSITES PHOTO MATCH ME GAME**

This set contains 52 cards measuring 3” x 3-7/8” with a photo on one side and the word on the other in a sturdy storage box. Match the opposite cards.

**MV149** Opposites Photo Match Me Cards  $4.99

**ALPHABET PHOTO MATCH ME GAME**

Game engages matching, memory and word-photo recognition skills. Matching UC and LC letters with photographs that provide beginning sound cues.

**MV136** Alphabet Match Me Game  $14.99

**OPPOSITES LOTTO**

Lotto game with photos on high quality laminated cards. Eight game boards and 48 cards.

**MV179** Opposites Lotto  $11.99
Visual clues help children identify sounds in these new phonics activities. Each set contains 18 phonic strips, each with an illustration representing a different sound, followed by an area for the student to place three matching tiles. Children match up the 54 self-checking tiles as they find the same phonetic sounds. Choose from Beginning Consonants, Word Families/Rhyming Sounds, Vowels or Blends and Digraphs.

**MV114**  Word Families  $9.49
**MV115**  Blends & Digraphs  $9.49
**MV116**  Beginning Consonants  $9.49
**MV163**  Vowel Sounds  $9.49

**MONSTER CONSONANTS**

100 laminated self-checking playing cards and bonus activities with monster fun facts. Allows children to earn points by pairing correct consonants with words and pictures.

**MV043**  Monster Consonants  $9.95

**BEACH PARTY BLENDS**

Phonics card game. Players match blends to the right word. When the pictures match, the answers are correct. Self checking game includes 100 laminated playing cards. Grades K-3.

**MV065**  Beach Party Blends  $9.95

**GOOFY GALAXY WORD ENDINGS**

Phonics card game. Players match word endings to the right word. When the pictures match, the answers are correct. Self checking game includes 100 laminated playing cards. Grades K-3.

**MV066**  Goofy Galaxy Word Endings  $9.95

**SPOT’S FIRST SNAP CARDS**

Giant picture card game with Spot and his friends. 36 cards, with instructions for 4 games to play.

**MV102**  Spot’s First Snap Cards  $6.95

**PHOTO MATCH UP GAME**

A good memory game. Recognize 24 familiar objects by matching photo pairs. Game includes 48 large photo tiles 2” x 2” that include the word.

**MV299**  Photo Match Up Game  $9.99

Visit our website www.abcsstuff.com for photos, more product information and daily specials!!
**LAURI® LARGE CREPE RUBBER ALPHABET PUZZLE BOARDS**

Set includes 26 large 5-3/4” x 4” crepe-rubber puzzles, one for each letter. Each 5-piece puzzle has upper and lowercase letters with a familiar object. With plastic storage tub.

**MV295 Large Crepe Rubber Alphabet Puzzle Boards $29.99**

**ABC GAME**

This popular game is once again available. Players match 26 puzzle-cut flash cards with letters to reinforce recognition.

**MV006 ABC Game $9.99**

**ALPHABET PUZZLE CARDS**

Match colorful pictures with letter to practice letter recognition and beginning letter sounds. Set of 26 self-checking cardboard puzzles. Each card measures 1-7/8” x 3-3/4”.

**MV034 Alphabet Puzzle Cards $6.95**

**ALPHABET DOMINOES**

This sturdy, colorful 2-sided set of 27 laminated cards helps children learn their letters and letter sounds while playing an enjoyable and easy-to-learn game. Children match initial letter sounds with pictures of object in one game. On the reverse, they match upper and lowercase letters.

**ABC030 Alphabet Dominoes $19.95**

**FUN-TO-KNOW PHOTO PUZZLES**

Reinforce with hands-on activities to challenge young minds. Format adapts to abilities. Features interlocking pieces with photos for easy recognition and retention. Each puzzle is 2 pieces about 3” x 3”.

**MV327 26 Alphabet uppercase/ lowercase photo puzzles $9.99**

**MV328 24 Opposites photo puzzles $9.99**

**MV329 24 What Goes Together photo puzzles $9.99**

**MV330 24 Community Helpers photo puzzles $9.99**

**MV331 24 Rhyming photo puzzles $9.99**

**Mix & Match ABC Game**

A game that builds important pre-reading skills in a fun colorful manner. By matching self correcting tiles children learn to recognize letter shape, name and sounds, and differentiate upper and lower case letters. Includes 26 matching tile pairs. Tiles are made of thick durable card stock.

**MV089 Mix & Match ABC Game $7.49**

**ALPHABET 3-PIECE MATCHING PUZZLE**

Three-piece puzzle matching upper case, lower case and a word with a picture for each letter of the alphabet.

**MV113 Alphabet 3-Piece Matching Puzzle $16.95**

**MV174 3-Letter Word Cards $6.95**

**MV175 4-Letter Word Cards $6.95**

**MATCH AND SPELL**

Puzzle cards 3-1/2” x 5” with picture and letters for spelling 3- and 4-letter words. Each set has 10 self-checking puzzles for basic spelling.

**MV174 3-Letter Word Cards $6.95**

**MV175 4-Letter Word Cards $6.95**

**LAURI® CREPE RUBBER PICTURE WORD PUZZLES**

Self correcting matching of basic words and pictures. 8 puzzles in set. Each puzzle is 5-3/4” square.

**MV218 Picture Word Puzzles 3 Letter $14.99**

**MV219 Picture Word Puzzles 4 Letter $14.99**

**LAURI® CREPE RUBBER WORD GAMES**

Match rubber object and letters to printed pattern to spell. Includes 11-1/2” square puzzle with 16 objects, 16 word patterns and a lowercase alphabet.

**MV220 Word Starters Puzzle & Patterns $16.99**

**MV221 Word Play Puzzle & Patterns $16.99**
**COMPound WORD PUZZLE**

Eighteen 2-piece puzzles spell out and illustrate the two halves of each compound word. These self-correcting puzzles are perfect for small group or individual learning.

**SPOT’S OPPOSITES GAME**

Interlocking puzzle pieces with Spot showing opposites.

MV101 Spot’s Opposite Game $10.95

**OPPOSITES PUZZLE CARDS**

Set of 20 colorful self-checking puzzles is great practice for early learners. Packaged in a re-sealable case. Cards measure 2-1/2” x 3-3/4”. Suggested activities included.

MV072 Opposites Puzzle Cards $6.95

**Mix & Match OPPOSITES Game**

A great first matching game. Children build observation and recognition skills by matching self-correcting tiles. 3 variations of play with 28 matching tile pairs. Tiles are made of thick durable card stock.

MV090 Opposites Game $7.99

**MATCH THE OPPOSITES**

Match 20 photos of simple opposites. Self-correcting.

MV181 Match the Opposites $9.99

**FIRST PUZZLES**

These puzzles have clear and colorful photographs on extra large pieces and very thick cards. These 2-piece puzzles are designed to provide young children with clear and uncluttered pictures. They each contain 20 pairs of familiar objects.

MV035 Things That Go Together Puzzle $12.95
MV036 Opposites Puzzle $12.95

**MATCH THE ASSOCIATIONS**

Match 20 photos of familiar related objects. Self-correcting.

MV180 Match the Associations $9.99

**PHOTO OPPOSITES GAME**

This game contains 20 self-checking full color photo opposites pairs measuring 7-1/2” x 2-3/4”. Thick, durable card stock.

MV166 Photo Opposites Game $9.50

**PHOTO ASSOCIATIONS Game**

Photos of real objects for teaching relationships between items. 20 pairs of 6-3/4” x 4-1/2” tiles of durable card stock.

MV168 Photo Associations Game $9.50

Visit our website www.abcstuff.com for photos, more product information and daily specials!!
SYNONYMS AND SOUND-ALIKES
LANGUAGE PUZZLE CARDS

Twenty self-checking cardboard puzzles in a resealable plastic case. Cards are 2-1/2” x 3-3/4”.

MV176 Synonyms Language Puzzle Cards $6.95
MV177 Sound-Alikes Language Puzzle Cards $6.95

BASE BASIC READING SKILLS PUZZLES

On heavy cardboard stock for years of use. Colorful illustrations for fun activities to develop and improve reading and language skills. Each puzzle set contains between 26-30 puzzles each of 2 pieces.

MV023 Alphabet Matching Puzzles $10.49
MV024 Rhyming Words Matching Puzzles $10.49
MV025 Consonant Blends Matching Puzzles $10.49
MV028 Irregular Plural Nouns Matching Puzzles $10.49
MV029 Silent Consonant Matching Puzzles $10.49
MV030 Compound Word Matching Puzzles $10.49
MV195 Synonym Matching Puzzles $10.49
MV196 Analogy Matching Puzzles $10.49
MV197 Sound Alike-Homophones Puzzles $10.49
MV198 Opposites-Antonyms Puzzles $10.49
MV199 Homonyms Puzzles $10.49

LOOK, SEE, READ!
WORDS & SHAPES SET

An easy to use method for teaching shape-word association. Each word is colorfully presented on sturdy 5-6” cut outs with the removable early reading word. Beginner set uses 66 of the most commonly used nouns including numbers, colors and objects. Companion set completes the beginner set to make a total of 150 of the most commonly used nouns including numbers, colors and objects.

MV073 Look, See, Read! Words & Shapes Set $21.95
MV074 Look, See, Read! Companion Set $21.95

FUNNY PHONICS PUZZLE CARDS

Make phonics tongue-twisting, puzzling fun with sets of 20 self-checking cards! Double-sided phonics puzzle cards have words and illustrations on the front and funny tongue twisters on the back. Great for reinforcing basic phonics skills. Packaged in a resealable case.

MV058 Short vowels $5.95
MV059 Long vowels $5.95
MV060 Beginning blends $5.95
MV061 2 letter word endings $5.95
MV062 3 letter word endings $5.95

PHONICS PUZZLE CARDS—
BLENDS & DIGRAPHS

Set of 24 self-checking cardboard puzzles feature blends and digraphs with matching pictures. Cards measure 2-1/2” x 3-3/4”.

MV033 Phonics Puzzle Cards $5.95

PHONICS WORD BUILDING PUZZLES

The colorful contemporary art on these puzzles encourages students to match the picture and words and recognize simple vowel sounds and consonant blends.

Word Building Puzzles I: (54 puzzles) contains three-letter words and simple vowel sounds and consonant blends and digraphs.

Word Building Puzzles II: (36 puzzles) introduces vowel digraphs including medial vowel digraphs ee, ea, oa, oi, ou, ai, ie, oo.

MV021 Phonics Word Puzzles I $29.95
MV022 Phonics Word Puzzles II $19.95
**Letter and Word Work—Phonics**

**Matching Puzzles**

**RHYMES GAME**

Includes 28 two-piece puzzle matching rhyming tiles.

MV286 Rhymes Game $7.99

**RHYMING PHOTO PUZZLE CARDS**

Rhyming puzzle cards with photos on both sides. Each card face features a pair of rhyming words for a total of 20 unique puzzles. Set of 10 die-cut thick cardboard cards are 6" x 4". Coated for durability. In a reusable plastic storage envelope. Activity guide included.

MV305 Rhyming Photo Puzzle Cards $6.95

**Flip Books**

**“LET’S SPELL” FLIP BOOKS**

These convenient flip books offer early readers a hands-on approach to phonics. The unique design provides children with a fun way to experiment with many letter combinations as they assemble words. Each book has a self correcting word list at the back.

BK060 3 letter words $7.95
BK061 Start and End Blends $7.95
BK062 Double Vowels $7.95
BK063 Start Blends $7.95
BK064 End Blends $7.95

**“LET’S MATCH” FLIP BOOKS**

These convenient flip books are motivating resources to improve reading. A fun way to practice blends or differentiate blends and digraphs. Durable wire and board construction make these very appropriate for classroom use.

BK065 Blends $7.95
BK066 Blends/Digraphs $7.95

**ONSETS/RIMES FLIP BOOKS**

For practice making and breaking words, these flip books are self correcting with a list of words on the back of the book. Printed on heavy card stock. Early for grades 1-2; Fluent for grades 1-3.

BK126 Early $7.95
BK127 Fluent $7.95

**SYLLABLES FLIP BOOK**

An easy to manage way for your students to make 120 words using prefixes and suffixes with a root word. All possible word combinations are listed at the back of the book for self checking.

BK131 Syllables Flip Book $7.95

**HOMOGRAPHS FLIP BOOK**

Makes it easy to explain the difference between words that have the same spelling (homographs) but have different meanings with this clever flip book. The combinations of words and sentence clues help children use and spell these words correctly.

BK133 Homographs Flip Book $7.95
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TABLETOP PHONICS FLICKERS

NEW!

These innovative tabletop books are 13” x 5-1/2”. With MV315, blend, segment and read simple CVC and CVCC words. Each page shows a letter of the alphabet with a simple illustration to remind children of the consonant or vowel sound. With MV316, demonstrate how 140 simple words can be constructed and decoded using 18 onsets and 15 rimes.

MV315 Phonics Flicker Tabletop CVC and CVCC words $15.99
MV316 Phonics Flicker Tabletop Onsets and Rimes $15.99

SENTENCE BUILDING FLIP STAND

NEW!

Students practice grammar and sentence structure with this double-sided full-color flip book. Measures 5” x 17” with different themes and structure on each side. Work with articles, pronouns, adjectives, verbs and prepositions.

MV310 Sentence Building Flip Stand $15.95

ELEVEN MODULAR PHONICS FLIP CHARTS

NEW!

Unique snap-together flip charts are a hands-on way to reinforce phonics skills. Set includes 11 modules that can be snapped together in multiple configurations. Set includes 3 consonant, 2 vowel, 1 vowel pairs, 1 beginning blends, 1 ending blends, 2 digraphs, and 1 r-controlled vowel modules.

MV311 Phonics Modular Flip Charts, Set of 11 $59.99

VOWEL SOUND DIRECTORY

A spiral bound easel book with illustrated charts showing examples of words by vowel sound—up to five spellings per sound. This handy desk resource stands 9” x 6-1/2” high and covers 19 different vowel sounds in three categories; short vowels, long vowels, and r-controlled vowels. 18 charts on laminated card stock.

MV276 Vowel Sound Directory Easel Book $12.95

SOUND TO PRINT EASEL FLIP BOOK

Front of the Easel Flip Book pages introduce a new sound with an illustration and all common spellings. The other side of the easel page presents the teacher with a story to illustrate the sound, Rhyming, Blending and extension activities and assessment hints.

BK195 Sound to Print Easel Flip Book $19.95

KIDZUP MUSIC CD, PHOTO ACTIVITY CARDS & WORKSHEETS SETS

Each set contains colorful 3” x 4” two sided activity cards with photos, a Music CD and worksheets printable from the CD.

MV234 Photo Phonics Activity 54 cards, Music CD, 24 Worksheets $18.99
MV260 Photo ABC Activity 52 cards, Music CD, 32 Worksheets $18.99

ALPHABET PROVERBS CARD GAME

Inspired by a traditional classic Japanese educational game for children. This game features a proverb or saying for each letter, and a picture card with a corresponding letter. Helps teach letter recognition, phonics, vocabulary and even traditional culture. Game includes 52 standard “bridge” size playing cards and an activity guide in a clear plastic storage box. Available exclusively from Resources for Reading!

MV292 Alphabet Proverbs $6.99

FOLD UP FLASH CARDS

Innovative flash cards with foldover design help students learn multiple related words based on the same word family. Each set contains 25 durable cards measuring approximately 3” x 10”. Suitable for class demonstration or small groups.

MV301 Fold Up Flash Cards Contractions $12.95
MV302 Fold Up Flash Cards Plurals $12.95
MV303 Fold Up Flash Cards Verb Tenses $12.95
MV304 Fold Up Flash Cards Word Families $12.95
PHOTO LANGUAGE CARDS

Each set has 40 laminated photo cards 6” x 5-1/2” in metal tin.

MV238 Go Togethers Photo Language Cards $11.99
MV239 Opposites Photo Language Cards $11.99
MV240 Nouns Photo Language Cards $11.99

ALPHABET PHOTO FLASH CARDS

These flash cards have a photo on one side and the upper case and lower case letters and word on the back. Contains 80 sturdy 3” x 6” cards in a storage box.

MV157 Alphabet Photo Flash Cards $6.99

SIGHT WORDS FLASH CARDS

This set of flash cards contains 96 sturdy 3” x 6” sight word flash cards in a storage box.

MV150 Sight Words Flash Cards $6.99

PHOTO POCKET FLASH CARDS

Each deck contains 56 durable two sided cards, 3-1/8 x 5-1/4”. All with photos of actual objects that flip to the word. Economical, quick sorting rounded corner.

MV222 Picture Words $2.99
MV223 Rhyming $2.99
MV224 Opposites $2.99
MV225 Phonics $2.99

LOWER PRICES!

MIND YOUR MANNERS CARD GAME

Over 100 different picture cards depicting proper and improper manners. Children learn to distinguish correct and incorrect behavior by playing the game.

MV300 Mind Your Manners Card Game $11.99
**Alphabet Match Me Photo Flash Cards**

The same photos as the popular Alphabet Match Me game on 52 double-sided cards, 3” x 3-7/8”. Each card has a photo on one side and a letter on the back. The set includes both upper case and lower case.

MV147  Alphabet Match Me Photo Flash Cards  $4.99

**Word Family Flash Cards**

Ninety-six cards 3” x 6” feature sound-it-out cues to help build phonetic, reading and spelling skills. Sturdy storage box.

MV159  Word Family Flash Cards  $6.99

**Rhyming Words Match Me Photo Cards**

Fifty-two cards 3 x 3-7/8” with a photo on one side and the word on the other in a sturdy storage box. Match the rhyming cards.

MV148  Rhyming Words Match Me Photo Cards  $4.99

**Action Words Flash Cards**

Ninety-six cards 3” x 6” with appealing illustrations of action words for building vocabulary and spelling skills. Sturdy storage box.

MV158  Action Words Flash Cards  $6.99

**Blank Flash Cards**

Add to existing sets or create your own flash card sets. 3˝ x 6” white card stock, one corner rounded to make sorting quick and easy. Box of 100 blank cards.

MV190  Blank Flash Cards  $5.99

**Blank Study Cards**

White flip Cards 2-5/8˝ x 4” with a removable ring binding them. Set of 80 cards. The Rainbow set has 5 colors of 2-1/8” x 3-3/8” cards. The set has 75 cards.

OP031  White Study Cards  $2.15
OP032  Rainbow Study Cards  $2.15

**Phonics Wheels & Machines**

**Word Machines**

Word Machines provide a motivating way to practice reading words. The full-color Word Machines are printed on card stock for durability. Blackline masters for each machine and word lists are included.

MV083  Short Vowel Word Machines  $12.95
MV086  Long Vowel Word Machines  $12.95
MV087  Blends and Digraphs Word Machines  $12.95
MV088  Sight Word Machines  $12.95

**Short Vowels Word Wheels**

Easily illustrate sound blending and word formation. Available in a set of 5, one for each vowel. Strong, heavy duty laminate. 2-sided wheels are 8” in diameter.

MV294  Word Wheels Short Vowels, Set of 5  $17.99

**Phonics Word Wizard Set**

Kids find it fun to build words and pronounce them using this set of word disks. 6 word wheels: Magic E, Digraphs, Ending Blends, Beginning Blends, Vowel Phonemes, Vowel Pairs. Disks are 17” in diameter.

MV332  Phonics Word Wizard, Set of 6  $32.99

**Large Phonics Wheel**

21” x 20” large wheel with hundreds of word and sound combinations.

MV333  Large Phonics Wheel  $16.99
Learning Centers and Activity Resources

**Sound Fan**

A useful tool to organize phonemes into meaningful groupings for classroom activities and useful for assessment. Fan contains 37 cards 4-1/2” by 2-3/4”.

MV194 Sound Fan $5.95

**Phonemic Awareness Flip Cards**

This set of ready-to-use phonemic awareness cards is ideal for preschool, kindergarten, first grade and older, less accomplished readers. They are designed to be used “on the run,” a “sponge” activity to make use of transition times. Set includes nine 8” x 2” double-sided cards on a ring.

MV191 Phonemic Awareness Flip Cards $7.49

**Quick Pick Phonics Activity**

Handy Desktop Reference makes it easy to build student literacy. The study box contains 120 multi-sensory activity cards that are filled with fun phonics projects and games. Activities for consonants, short vowels, long vowels, silent e.

MV279 Quick Pick Phonics Activity Set Grades K-1 $16.99

This set includes activities for vowel digraphs, consonant blends, consonant digraphs, r-controlled vowels.

MV280 Quick Pick Phonics Activity Set Grades 1-2 $16.99

**Simply Seasonal ABCs**

In this series, which is organized by popular themes, you’ll find more than 10 seasonal topics and 8-10 teacher-tested ideas per thematic unit. Lots of ready-to-use reproducibles for phonemic awareness, alphabet and phonics skills. 112 pp. Pre K-Kindergarten.

BK211 Simply Seasonal ABCs Spring/Summer $14.95

BK212 Simply Seasonal ABCs Fall/Winter $14.95

**Quick Pick Activities for Critical Thinking Grades K-2**

Set contains 120 cards filled with fun multisensory activities that help students build their ability to recall, comprehend, analyze, synthesize, evaluate and extend responses. The activities are based on Bloom’s Taxonomy. Box contains quick sponge activity cards in a handy storage file box.

MV317 Quick Pick Activities for Critical Thinking, Grades K-2 $16.99

**Quick Pick Activities for Multiple Intelligence, Grades K-2**

Activities are geared towards bodily and kinaesthetic, existential, interpersonal, intrapersonal, logical/mathematical, musical, naturalist, verbal/linguistic and visual/spatial intelligences. 120 activity cards in a handy storage file box.

MV318 Quick Pick Activities for Multiple Intelligence, Grades K-2 $16.99